Class: 3rd
Date: 29th May, 2020
Subject: English
3. The stolen bell...
Watch video to understand the exercise better.
Do it into your book.

Class: 3rd

Subject: G.K.

Q. 1What is the capital of Orissa?
Ans. Bhubaneshwar
Q. 2 What is the full form of CBSE?
Ans. Central Board of Secondary Education
Q. 3 Which two parts of the body continue to grow for your entire life?
Ans. Nose and ears
Q. 4 Which place is known as Heaven on Earth?
Ans. Kashmir
Q. 5 What is the capital of Italy?
Ans. Rome
Q. 6 Which is the nearest planet to the Sun?
Ans. Mercury
#Learn and write in notebook.
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Subject: Maths

Solve in notebook with statement
1. Rahul bought a T.V. for 15435 Rs, and a radio for 7755 Rs. How much money
he pay in all?
2. A tank had 4290L oil. 2572L oil was consumed to fill vehicles. How much oil
was left in the tank now?
3. Shoran has 6105 Rs. in piggy bank. On her birthday her mother gave 5326 Rs.
and her father gave 7520 Rs. How much total money she has now?
4. Purvis bought 3000m rope. He used 1793m rope to make cots. Find the
length of remaining rope.

5. Compare <,>,=
i. XXIX__ XXXIX
ii. LIV__ LVI
iii. LXVII__ XLVII
iv. LXXXV__ LXXXV
v. XLVI__ XLVIII
6. Learn and Write table 4, 9, 14, 17.

Class: 3rd Subject -Hindi
*To read it
*एक पेज सुलेख सरिता में सुंदि लेख में ललखे।
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Assessment Work
Chapter-4 (Birds Behaviour)
Caring of young ones
• Once the eggs are laid, they have to be kept warm. This
is mostly done by the mother bird who sits on the egg
most of the time.
• The father bird keeps watch and also bring food for the
mother bird. The baby bird keeps growing inside the egg and
uses the yolk as its food.
• When it is big enough the young bird comes out cracking the
eggs. Young birds are very weak, they have no feathers and
their eyes are closed.
• When the baby bird gets feathers and strong enough
their parents teach them to learn flying and searching
for food. After then they leave them to face the
challenges.
Answer the following questions.
1. Who keeps the eggs warm?
2. What father bird do for the mother bird and young ones?
3. The baby bird uses the ______ as its food.
4. How does the baby birds when come out of egg?
5. What the parents teach to the young birds?
6. Do the parents care for long time?
H.W. – Try to find out the answer of these questions. Answer to these questions are
given in the video.
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Read and learn underlined hard words.

